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Things to look out for:

show unit #1

This lounge area consists of a 3-piece modular sofa that can be enlarged by adding in 

more modular sofa pieces. An additional in-between removable oak side table is placed 

for extra comfort with a reading light.

Opposite the lounge sofa is a custom-built TV unit, designed in such a way that all the 

electrical and audio cabling is hidden. The lounge also has a very interesting glass coffee 

table, positioned on three modular 3-dimensional metal cubes. This allows for 

transparency to showcase the beauty of the plush rug. The seamless integration of the 

lounge and dining area can be seen in the placement of the 4-seater glass dining room 

table that forms the connection between the kitchen and lounge area. The reason for 

using glass is to create the illusion of space and the glass visually does not occupy the 

space. The four dining room chairs feature a two-tone fabric/leather combination that has 

been used on the chairs. Leather is used on the inside back and seat, as it is more 

durable in high trafc areas. The wall above the dining room table has been accentuated 

with round black metal framed mirrors.

With the current pandemic, sleeping spaces are smaller due to home ofces becoming 

prevalent. A waterfall shaped, oak desk with white storage unit on wheels has been 

placed in such a way that the additional space can be used for occasional visitor's chairs 

upholstered in a combination of “houndstooth” and velvet fabric. Cleverly layered textures 

in the main bedroom creates depth and character. The diagonal design on the headboard 

is contrasted against the black-and-white upside-down “ombre” wallpaper. An enchanting 

kid's bed creates a magical atmosphere with this unique house-bed design. This room 

features a monochromatic scheme with natural oak wood elements and layered textures. 

A teepee tent will give your little one a feel of staying in their own world. The tent has 

been included as an extra reading corner, and can also be used for playing outdoors. 

There was great excitement when we 

learnt that Cotton and Yarn would 

partake in this year's show. They have 

produced some of the most striking 

interiors in the previous two Home 

Décor Expo's – and this year is no dif-

ferent. This unit is lled with the latest 

design trends; like the 'daybed' ex-

tension of the sofa. Modular is the way 

to go! We loved the design sensitivity 

and attention to detail. The increased 

scale of a few selected pieces, prevents 

it from overcrowding the apartment. 

Statement wallpaper has made a huge 

comeback in 2021, and nowhere is it 

more evident than in this apartment. In 

the children's room we absolutely love 

the house-bed. It makes for a safe 

transformation from cot to toddlers' bed. 

The overall colour palette in this apart-

ment consists of greys that form cool to 

warm shades.  It's transformed from 

muted to vibrant through layering of 

contrasting colours like midnight black 

and butterscotch coloured leather 

accents.
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